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the individual controls are organised as: mode, where you can choose between two modes of
operation depending on the amount of reverb that you wish to remove. b/ low, for low-level mode,
where the emphasis is on preserving the low frequencies, while c/ high, for high-level mode, where
the emphasis is on preserving the high frequencies. t/ damp, where you can choose between two

damping algorithms depending on the amount of reverb that you wish to remove, from none (slower
algorithm) to maximum (faster algorithm). t/ adaptation, where you can set the length of the initial
delay used to determine the reverb tail, as well as the length of the final delay used to remove the

remaining reverb, with the smaller the number, the longer the reverb will take to decay. t/ diff, where
you can set the type of difference processing you want to use. the first preset is a basic difference
processing, whereas the second preset is a balanced-difference algorithm, which is less likely to

produce artifacts in the output signal. t/ localize, where you can set how long the algorithm takes to
process. t/ refract, where you can set how long the algorithm takes before reacting the longer the

time, the better the sound but the greater the chance of reverb slipping through. t/ presence, where
you can set how much of the high frequencies you want to leave in. finally, t/ prewhiten, where you

can set the amount of time before the algorithm reacts to the input signal. overall, unveil is a
powerful and dynamic reverb and delay processor that gives you the tools to make your tracks sound

as perfect as possible.
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once you're done, press the export button to get your mastered version of the reverb for
use in your daw. you can also use the export button to export the unveil parameters to

your daw's session view for further tweaking. enjoy! zynaptiq unveil v1.5.0-r2r is an
audio reverb plug-in developed by zynaptiq that utilizes a state of the art algorithm to

remove reverb from audio signals. the plug-in was developed to be an affordable, easy to
use and use reverb plugin that meets the needs of both professional and consumer audio
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users. unveil offers a wide range of settings to allow users to adjust the settings to their
liking. unveil is an audio reverb plug-in developed by zynaptiq that utilizes a state of the
art algorithm to remove reverb from audio signals. the plug-in was developed to be an

affordable, easy to use and use reverb plugin that meets the needs of both professional
and consumer audio users. overall, unveil is a worthy addition to any post-production
sound kit and is unique in its ability to isolate reverb from the foreground signal, but it

requires some understanding and practice to use properly. to that end, it comes supplied
with anumber of presets for specific situations that serve as good starting points. it's

pretty cpu-intensive, and will no doubt stress all but the most powerful systems. in film
and television applications, it may be more effective to adapt astrategy where users

treat individual clips and print the results, rather than leaving it live on amultiple tracks
and automating the parameters. high buffer settings in your daw are amust! 5ec8ef588b
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